
New Performance Styling: 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0T

The Infiniti Q50 sport sedan offers a desirable balance between performance, styling, and luxury.  Following in the successful 
footsteps of the outgoing G37, the Infiniti Q50 captured the hearts of many when it came onto the scene in 2014.  The Q50 had 
big shoes to fill, but so far it has not disappointed.  The 2016 Infiniti Q50 seeks to only improve upon this winning formula with 
a whole new line of power plants under the hood: a 2.0L four-cylinder turbo and a 3.0L twin turbo V6 (available in both 300 and 
400 HP variants).

We here at STILLEN recognize that many Infiniti Q50 owners are chomping at the bit to upgrade their new vehicles’ 
performance and aesthetics.  Well, you asked for it, and we delivered!  STILLEN is proud to announce a new line of products for 
the 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0t, consisting of exhaust systems, body components, and handling parts that are sure to help this new 
sport sedan truly live up to its full potential.

The new 2016 Infiniti Q50 is the perfect blend of performance and luxury.

New Performance Styling: 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0T “A Symphony 
for Your Infiniti”
For the 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0t, STILLEN offers a stainless steel axle-back exhaust system that will sound like music to your 
ears.  In line with the Q50’s blend of performance and luxury, the STILLEN axle-back exhaust emits an aggressive and throaty 
growl under hard acceleration but manages to mellow out while cruising.  Thus, you can access that
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signature STILLEN sound when you want it (and quiet it down when you don’t).  The free-flowing axle-back exhaust system is 
finished with stylish 4-inch polished exhaust tips.  The tips look and feel right at home under the factory exhaust cutouts, 
subtly offering an aggressive appearance that matches the new, enhanced exhaust note that they emit. Backed by a lifetime 
limited warranty, the STILLEN axle-back exhaust system is built to last.

The STILLEN axle-back exhaust system will make your 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0t SING.

Part Number
STILLEN 504443 Stainless Steel Axle-Back Exhaust System

Dress to Impress
With our extensive line of STILLEN 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0t body modifications, it’s never been easier to further enhance the 
appearance of your new ride.  Ranging from trunk spoilers to rear diffusers, our products subtly flow with existing body lines 
and cues, resulting in a look that is both sporty and aggressive at the same time.  Each product is constructed out of durable 
polyurethane and protected by a limited lifetime warranty.  Each piece also includes genuine 3M auto trim tape, meaning that 
they’re easy to install and offer precision fit and finish.  Our line of Q50 body components includes:

Part Numbers
STILLEN KB11224 Roof Wing Spoiler

STILLEN KB11223 Rear Trunk Wing Spoiler

STILLEN KB11222MB Rear Diffuser – Matte Black

STILLEN KB11226 Front Lip Splitter – Premium

STILLEN KB11228MB Side Skirts – Matte Black



The new rear trunk spoiler for the 2016 Q50 juts out assertively, giving your car an aggressive look.

The STILLEN rear diffuser pairs nicely with the STILLEN exhaust system on the 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0t.

Handling the New 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0t
When it comes to upgrading the handling of your 2016 Infiniti Q50 2.0t, a new set of STILLEN sway bars may be just what the 
doctored ordered.  Whether you’re carving up your favorite canyon roads, cruising down the highway, or tearing it up at the local 
race track, a set of STILLEN sway bars will help improve your car’s balance and maximize your tire contact, resulting in the 
ultimate driving experience.  Our sway bars are made from high strength, aircraft-grade steel for maximum strength and 
durability and come finished in an attractive red powder coat.  Plus, having our sway bars be adjustable means you can fine tune 
the handling just the way you like it.



Our STILLEN sway bars come in a striking red powder coat.

Product Number
STILLEN 304396 Adjustable Rear Sway Bar 

Learn more about other performance exhaust systems by Stillen on our website.

https://www.carid.com/stillen/
https://www.carid.com/exhaust-systems.html



